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Crackdown op fake IDs

College Waterville investigate studentuse
At Champions, themanagement gives
its b ouncer an additional monetary
By X*a«J*a P&vJenko
incen tive to confiscate altered IDs,
xra WB JBHfiCOR
according to Harringfon*
mtammmammmmmmmmotmmmmmtm ^mmmammKMmammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmam Km:
One Colby student, Mikeat{not his teal
At least four Colby sludteute die Cur- ftame^hadhis fakelDtaken Champions
rently being investigated by tbe Maine in Watervillelast month. He is currently
Stateti^MarJ5nfwcem*nt4uthorities£and being investigated by Security aud the
Colby Security£orfraudufentlyalteringa Mai ne State Liquor Enforcement
stale document- The investigation began authorities.
when their lake IDs Were confiscated in
When the stpdenk Was questioned last
Waterville bars duringJanuary*
Friday, Lyman "basically wanted to find
"'The use of f ake IDs hasbecontea real out where the IDs were coming front/'
problemsine*January/'said Jim Lyman, Mike said.
a liquor enforcementofficer..A similarly* -"He realized I wasn't the one making
altered group of Massachuset ts driven all of the IDs/'said MiJke, who made his
licenses has turned tip repeatedly, and own fake ID on his Macintoshcomputer*
they were "probably ma d e on campu s/' "He made it clear that he didn't want to
said Lyman*
ruin my life "
The mastexmind behind the
J ohn Frechette, director of Safety and
Security, said there also has been an Massachusetts licenses faces up to five
increase in the number of confiscated IDs years in jail and hefty fines, according to
an campus."We've takenmoreJDs already Frechette.
this year than all of last year," he said,
Mike Was given a civil infraction, a
'^hepatentisl ofgctiingwuglj ti&^jgrcat misdemeanor, for possession of a
here on campus as it is downtown*
fraudulently after ed state document and
But Wendy Harrington, manager;at must appearin court d*«i«g springbreak
Chamjp*an$r 4 lotti oightekb, $a*d tha* torecefre sentencing*fttffc t wasjtafpsnted
sh^l\asnot »oti<^ anincT«a9cm^akeID byFteche^ethattWCol^^dwbistxatiou
trafficat the bar.
knew of the incident "It was all up lo
A person found possessing a {Lyman}whatiuy punishmentwas/said
fraudulently altered; stnt& document is MiKfe^l|us^l4tHetj ruthandc00perated,
guiltyof aClassHCsrimeatKtmayiaceup J dkw't Jknow where the other IPs came
to $500 in fines and up to six: months in from /*
Jail/ according to Lyman. ^Getting the
Mike and the other students being
rhaxhftwn penalty is probably uttftkely, investigated may also faee rH$cjpIinaxy
but itffe a possibility/'he said*
actionfewmtneCottege,accordingtoJ &mcvt
If convicted,the ClassE felony translates Seitzinger, deatt of students* "Colby has
into a ctiminal record
for the guilty party. th* right id take action whenever
<ha^g<>
^$^0m^h»n^
Ahg *<> fp)ll<>wy0u ^omethingharJpetiidtfWnta wn/'shesaid,
for the rest of your life/"said Frechette,
Getting eawgbt has soured Mike on the
Colbyshtden is f acea $S0 Mne issued by us*of fake IDs*
wl don t recommend using a fake.ID to
the Collegeif theyare found in possession
'
of altered identification, accwdiag to anyone/ he *-.*& *$ didn't even tha nk
Frechette,
anything of it until I got caught,"
Bars and restaurants have incentive to
Trn sure80% of the studentsherehave
confiscate altered identificationbecause false Win/ said Lyman* "they seem
if they acctfrt fake JDa ,$\ty #w*}***««**P Mthentieybt?t to the trainedeye,they're
to $1S00 and lose the right to selltiquorfor not,"'
a limeperiod after theviolation*"Baxs are
Mike corroboratedLyman's statement*
ttfck and tiredofbeing fined If or accepting
*%very person i know n as a hke<ID/'lte
fa k*tOsV»*M lyman,
$*idJP

One security guard currently watches the Payson Collection.

photo by Amy KL BorreU

Is the Collection safe?

Security would be alerted by such a signal,
and would then contact Waterville Police.
One unarmed guard from MBI Security,
hired by the Portland museum, watches
visitors to the exhibit during the day. The
How safe is the Payson Collection?
Portland-based security company is also
Hugh Gourley, director of the Colby contr ac ted by the Mid-Maine Medical Center
Museum ofArt,said thatthecollection,which in Waterville. Compared to the one guard
has been valued at $40 million, is under the watching the Payson Collection, there are
protection of a "state-of-the-art" security roughly 12 full-time MBI security officers on
system.
duty at Mid-Maine, said Ruth Gallagher,
But the overwhelming task of protecting executive secretary in Human Services at the
such a valuable collection of art may have hospital.
caused some Colby securityguards to decline
Despite the Colby securityofficer's claims,
to work on it. One Safety and Security officer Gourley is satisfied with the present set-up.
said he asked not to be
we
have
great
assigned to the museum.
confidence in [the present
"I think they're pretty "I think they 're pr etty arrangement]," he said.
farfetched...to think
farfetched , in a world of
The one officer currently
their own, to think that
watching
the collection
that burg lars would
remains on duty when the
burglars would pass up a
$40 million art collection," pass up a $40 million exhibit is open to the public,
said the officer. According
art collection. "
from 10 a;m. to 4:30 p.m.,
to the officer, he and a
Monday through Saturday.
-Colby Security Officer
Waterville policeman had
He takes one 15-minute
thought of a way to steal the collection fairly lunch break daily, at which time he is relieved
easily.
by a Colby security officer. According to
Gourley said the motion detectors and Gourley, the MBI officer decided to take no
television camera being used in Colby's other breaks for the day.
museum are the same used at the Portland
Although the collection is open for viewing
Museum of Art, from where the 26 paintings on Sunday, another officer from MBI Security
by artists such as Renoir,Monet,and Picasso comes to Colby to guard the collection while
arc on loan.
the full-time officer takes a day off.
"Anytime a circuit is broken, a computer
With such an expensive collection in close
describing
how
registers it," Gourley said,
Collection continued on page13
the detectors work, A local firm called Maine

By David Holtz man and
Crai g App elbaum
STAFF WRITER and EDITOR

Followin g controvers y, Moose Pr int s axes "Quote of the Day"
daily. According to Labbc, the quotation, an other points around campus, Smith began
old Spanish proverb, read: "Women,melons, receiving calls from several faculty—all
xEDITOR
and cheese should all be chosen by weight." female—protesting the quotation.
"It put women in the same category as
"I put it in, in a sense, to get a stir, to get
melons and cheese, as a
Faculty and staff protests over a people thinking, said
commodity, as something
controversial quotation in Moose Prints two Labbe. "We were tired
in
the
"It
put
women
go and pick up and
you
of
having
marshmallow
weeks ago have caused tho publication to
buy," said Professor of
discontinue its daily "Quote of the Day," said fluff quotes."
same cate gory as
French Jane Moss, one of
After she selected
Earl Smith, dean of the College. Students
melons and cheese, as the
faculty members who
novor saw the quotation, however, since all the quotation , it was
a commodit y."
comp lained to Dean
Moose Prints that day were recalled in order okayed by Karen
-J ane Moss, professor of French
Smith. "I was really
to remove the quotation from the daily B o u r a s s a ,
offended by it. I said to
administrativcassistant
calendars.
The quotation was selected for the to the dean of the College. Two hundred [Dean Smith], Grab those things and cut the
Monday, February 24 Moose Prints by Holly cop ies of Moose Prints were then printed , 50 quote off."
After receiving the phone calls, Smith
Lnbbo '94, a student worker in Smith's office, of which wont to faculty boxes. Before the
halls
and
the Moose Prints and had the
dining
"recalled"
remaining
150
even
reached
Prints
which compiles and distributes Moose
By Craig Appelbaum

quotations cut off. The calendars were then
distributed to students in dining halls and on
kiosks in the Student Center and the street of
the library. According to Smith , Moose Prints
will no longer carry its "Quote of the Day" in
order to "avoid future problems."
"Moose Prints is an official College
publication, and you don 't want to offend
anyone,"hesaid. "Whydisseminatc that under
the College's name? We don't want to appear
insensitive at all to these important issues."
Smith said he made the decision to recall
and cut off the quotations to avoid a campuswide controversy. Had the quotation stayed,
"It was going to just rain hell," he said.
Quote continue d on paw 13

that they not only teach in the classroom but they care outside
as well."
This year the committee has decided to restructure the
biking trips. The groups will probably start off from Colby
and bike to the Belgrade lakes, instead of being bused
throughout the state. "We're trying to economize," said
Toman. Also, there will be more water trips, as these are
among the most popular.
In addition to the outdoor trips there will be a theater trip,
a nature conservancy trip, and a Habitat for Humanity trip.
The committee is also considering trips with an "academic
slant," said Toman.
Applications for student COOT leader positions maybe
picked up at the Stu-A office in the Student Center. The
deadline is Friday, March 13. (A.K.)

News Briefs j
Stu-A travels to Texas

Several student leaders traveled to Dallas two weeks ago
to fill out Colby's social calendar for the rest of this semester.
They selected a band for the Last Day of Loudness as well as
various artists for the Spa and Coffeehouse.
Attending the meeting of the National Association of
College Activities were Director of Student Activities Tullio
Nieman,Jason Soules '93,president oftheStudent Association,
Stu-A Treasurer Dave Jorgensen '92, Dana president John
Mitchell '94, Stu-A Social Chair Jon Yormak '93, as well as
other leaders. Soules said approximately 750 schools were
there searching for bands, comedians and speakers.
Student government leaders from around the country
met and discussed issues they are facing on campus, as well
as their ideas for campus entertainment.
Soules said one idea he liked was that of ni ghtclubs on
campus. He said the group had booked one for this May.
"All the big acts' agents were there," he said. "We could
have gone with an expensive band,but we don'thave alot of
money to risk. We lost a couple grand on Blues Traveler."
The Student Association is working with a tight budget,
but "that doesn't mean we can't fill up the calendar," said
Soules. (D.H.H.)

COUNSELORS

Fire in Chaplin

¦

The COOT Committee.

photo by Katherine Bordwell

COOT leaders needed

1

The COOT Committee is now seeking faculty, staff and
alumni to assist student leaders in trips this fall. Last year,
alumni and faculty joined nearly half of the 46 trips. A record
number of 250 students applied for COOT leader positions
last year, arid of these, 92 were chosen.
"It is often difficult for professors to attend since many of
them are away for the summer," said Gina Toman, assistant
directorof Student Activities. 'Ttis the highlight of the COOT
program that faculty attend, because first-year students see

WANTED

FOR:

XEROX SUMMER INS TI TUTE
AT

COL BY COL L E GE

JUL Y 5- 1 7

Colby is sponsoring the Xerox Summer Institute , formerly known
as the To p 5 Institute. The Institute consists of a 2 week program
aimed at providing motivating ex periences and skill worksho ps for
promising minority sophmore high school students f rom areas all
over the country. Colby is looking for students of all backgrounds
interested in counseling positions for this summer. A stipend will
be provided. The program begins July 5th and ends July 17th. There
w ill be a b r ief o r ie nt a t i o n fo r co un selo r s prio r to the sta r t of the
I nstitute.
This is an ideal position for those who are willing to participate
in an academic yet recreational atmos phere. The Institute allows
you to share your skills w i t h gifted high school students. You w i l l
be required to plan and implement activiti es and selected
worksho ps , provide tutorial service s , offer emotional support , and
be a positive collegiate role model. If you are interested ,
a pp lications for these positions can be obtained in the Admissions
Office and in Career Services.
If you have any questions , please co ntact Andria McNeal-Smith
(X3 479).
.

The Waterville Fire Department was called to campus in
response to a fire in Chaplin at about 4:30 p.m. on Monday,
after Chaplin resident Ryan Hastings '95, threw a match into
a third-floor hall trash barrel.
Hastings said he and his friends extinguished the blazeb y
pouring water and milk into the burning barrel,yet smoke set
off the firealarm. Fire fighters then arrived in "f ull suit s,"said
Hastings.
"[They] told me that next time 1 should wet the match
before I throw it out, to make sure it's wet," said Hastings.
"IThey] agreed it was an accident."
Hastings said he doesn't think a fine will be issued, as no
damage was done to the pail. "If they want me to pay for the
bag, I will," he said. (A.K.)

Graduate School of
Architecture , Plannin g,
and Preservation

Introduction to
Architecture:
The Summer Studio
at Columbia University
New Yor k

A summer program giving university credit which introduces
the student to all aspects of the design, history, theory, and
practice of architecture. The program is intended both for
those without previous academic experience in design who
are interested in architecture as a potential career, and for
those with previous experience in architectural design who
would like to develop studio design skills, perhaps in preparation for application to graduate school.
Studio, seminar, and lectures present a comprehensive
introduction to every aspect of architecture as it is practiced
today. In addition, through field-trips and tours, the student
learns from extraordinary examples of architectural and
urban design in New York City, the world's preeminent center for architecture and culture.
Introduction to Architecture:
The Summer Studio at Columbia University, New York
July 6 to August 6, 1992
Monday through Thursday, 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
3 credits , studio seminar. Tuition $1590
Housing on the Columbia campus (if required): $600 approx.
For information and applications write or call:

Olfico of Admissions
Introduction to Architecture Program
The Graduate School of Architecture ,
Planning and Preservation
400 Avory Hall
Columbia University
Now York , NY 10027
(212) 851-3414
Columbm Univmiiity ir. an nllimwilivii nctinn/nqiiiil opportunity institution

,

As ? slick as his dad

Blau expands Special Tees

"Stories, love songs, and dreams"
By Emily Chapman
STAFF WRITER

"Inside this album are stories,
love songs,sketches of Ireland and
many dreams. They go as follows. I
hope you like them."
So reads the jacket insert of
senior Jason Eslick's new compact
disk, "When Everything Was
New."Eslick, who has been p laying
the guitar and writing songs since
high school, is following in the
footsteps of his father, who was
once a folk musician himself.
"Shadows " is the title of one of
his father's albums, as well as the
title of the song the two sing
together on Eslick's compact disk.
Eslick's father, Tom Eslick, is an
Eng lish teacher who made
folksinging a sideline career.
Last spring, while Eslick was in
Ireland for the semester, he had a
chance to p lay a few timesin a local
pub, and it was while abroad that
the idea to record an alburn became
firmly fixed in his mind. "It's sort of
alway sbeen in the back of my mind
to do at least a tape," he said.
Over the summer he finished
writing the songs which were to
appear in the album, and then in
August and again in October, he
recorded them all in live takes at a

digital recording studio near his
homein Andover,New Hampshire.
He had ori gi na l ly p lanned to
produce a cassette, but was
persuaded by an engineer at the
studio that there are definite
advantages to a CD, among them
the greater probability that radio
stations will play it, as most radio
stations don 't p lay cassettes
anymore.
Eslickfinanced thecompactdisk
himself, and hopes to pay for costs
with sales. 'The recording and
writing the songs was only a small
part of it," he said. "I was surprised
at how much work [the project]
really is."
While the creative aspects
account for only a small part of the
effort of releasing a compact disk,
Eslick finds it odd that this is what
impresses most people. He likens
his songs to a creative writing
project, for the lyrics are often a
stream-of-consciousness type of
idea that seem to fit with a tune in
his head. "My Dad had a saying —
people would always ask him,
'What do you write first, the music
or the lyrics?' and he'd say, 'Yes'.
It's hard to explain," said Eslick.
"Writing lyrics is one of the
hardest things in the world," he
said. "I come up with so many

screening operation in Boston
with his Mend Mail ftevis, &
student at Brandeis University.
The new operation;uses thesame
format of Special Tees but is
called The CollegeNetwork Tee
Shirt Company,Revis runs the
Boston
area
business

By J&mmt*£x%Lxpm&n

musical ideas that I've kept on the
back burner. You can't just wait for
inspiration all the time—you have
to work at it. It can be frustrating,
but it can be reall y gr eat —
sometimes you'll sit down and in
fifteen minutes you'll have a song
that you like. But more often than
not you'll work the idea to death
and end up throwing it away
because you're sick of it."
Eslick, an English major, is not
sure of whether he will use music
as a career in the future, although
he does believe that if anything, it
will be a sideline venture. "It's
gonna take me a while to reall y
break into it if I break into it at all,"
he said. "This whole thing is reall y
an experiment . It 's definitel y
something that I'd love to do. But
like anything else there are things
you need to consider about life —
I'd liketo use my degree,"he added
with .a laugh. "I need to find a
normal job."
While Eslick hopes to expand
his market to include New
Hampshire and Vermont and is
also .hoping for some air p lay time
on some Boston radio stations, he
will mainly be selling the CD's
himself. "When Everything Was
New"is expected to arrive Tuesday,
and Eslick will sell it from his room
for $12.Q
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Beginning with a small snow
removalbttSHiessin his early teen
yeats, Job Blau '94? has had a
long-standingknack forcreating
businessideas. "When I was in

i

i.

high school applying to collegeI

about
starting
tho ught
businesses but I had no idea
what/'hesaid.
After coming to Colby, Bia u,
an economics maj or,f on tided the
"Special Tees On tbe Hill" t*shirt
business in the fall of 1990,
While Blati hegan with a
business which first produced
150 Colby Beer Die t-shirts, he
now produces professionally
silk-screened
colleg iate
paraphernalia for twenty other
schools in the Boston area.
Among them are WelIesIey,MIT,
Em erson ,
and
Harvard ,
Northeastern. Two of the more
uni que t'shirtsthatrecentcollegG
groups have ordered say "Do it
with your Mouth," which was
ordere d by the Northeastern
Chorale Society, and "117 Years
of Women on Top—Wellesley
College."
Bfau tookthefirstsemesterof
this year off lo begi n a silk

photo by KaiheritteBordwell
Blw
J on
himselfwhiieBJau is at Colby. "I
think I have gotten more out of
this experience, t han I thi n k 1
coul d have in any classroom/'
said Uiau,
"W e
reached
1500
organizatj onsandclubs/'hesaid,
Approximatel y 20% of iheirnevr
b u s ines s has <ome from
fraternity organizations in the
Boston area* Using the same
format of Special Tees, the nevV
Tezs conlinif ed on p age 7
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J ason Eslick '92 , with the tools of his trade.
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Memphis State University
Memphis, TN

TheMmphisStaj eUniveysitystudentsen^
statement. The administrationis researching the proposal and has not yet taken a standi on theissue. The Gay and Lesbian
AwarenessOrganization{<MIA) called for the change»n Novemherinhopes that protection wouldbe provided for students
an d faculty againstpotentialdiscrjnu^ation.Opponentsof the issue contend that Memph is State, Whichsats in the "hearrnf.
the BihfeBelt/ is notready to grant homosexuals a discrimination clause*In Tennessee, a person could serve wp to%1months
and 29 dajfs in jail for comnatting a homosexual Act

SMdmore College
Saratoga Springs NY

Complaintsaboutpooic food quality at SMdmorehaveprompted rumors about the possihleprivatizationof Food Services
At the College,Althoughthe workers'tMda contact expires this year, no plans nave been made to change the current Food
Serwces.
Inre^onse<osludenrcompMn.tsaho«t food quality,Jean Aikinsr director of FoodServices,defendedthe current system
And.noted that Skidntofle woaldact in.its own financialbest interests wiietideciding on a food serviceThe Collegemakes a
profit with an internal food services program,
Allans expressed a concern for students in ttork*study inFood Services, noting that if the Collegechase an outside Food
Service,the student workersxnigbt not be meded.

Hamilton College
Qteoi^ NY

tn
on
/^prominentAlOSspeosaliat,Dr,RichardKeeling^ spake a packedHamilton auditorium the inconsistenciesbetween
knowledgeand action when it comes ia theAIDS virus.
Inhis«p*ech,"AIDS & TodaysCollegeStudent* A Generation at Bisk,"he said that society sendabothmen and women
messagesthat contradicteach other*At one iol3ege>96pei£entofsexuallyactivestudents knowhow touse condoms,but only
2S percent at them use condoms regularlyKeeling stated tha*students needto know how to bring about change in their sexual hahits and need to re-examinetheir
"
'
values.

;
"

Some students in Professor
Phyllis Mannocchi's "Female
Experience in America" course
are producing a documentary
on sexual harassment at Colby.
Anyone 's
opinions
or
experience on this subject
would be welcomed. If
interested in contributing either
in writing or in an interview,
please contact one of the
students below at their
respective box numbers. All
information will be kept
confidential.

Jessica D'Ercole
Dakota Glenn
Mary Beth Heiskell
Margaret Igoe
George tinge
Amy Selinger
¦
'- ¦ ¦ •¦ }
; \
. . .- ,

6322
6378
6848
7471
6490
6431
j ; . :. :-;:

Colby Students for Non-Alcoholic Programming
presents

Thursday, March 5:
Aoanmi (Dlai]pik=<aUffiZ8 s

8-10pm, Mary Low Coffeehouse
Thursday. March 12:
P&tey WHacB©Ilaip=IirfisIhi- IFoIUk
MEtmsfics
8-10pm, Mary Low Coffeehouse
Friday, March 13:
WfiHHy PcDffitei^ Kfe w EB(D)©Ik
8-10pm, Spa

Thursday, April 2:
H<D>tt 9 Sai:ff@ 9 & Sasy°
$§>mmLaioidl®IljpIhifi
College Health
and Sex Issues
9pm, Common Room
Thursday,April 9:

Friday,April 17:
Ciimdly Effill^ft-IPaDllIk " '"
Musics
8-10 pm, Mary Low
Coffeehouse
Wednesday,April 22:
IDuPo IMosIhifflffd K®®Mimg

(D IIm>3©@® ffinncdl
Eirncsa WIh©@l@ff=]F <a>IlIk (D IhadlE®iBig@s§
H©aiMhi
Misk
ffinndl CD©naaimainiiinfllty ©nn

8-10pm, Mary Low
Coffeehouse
Saturday,April 11;

00

Gmmjpw®™
8pm, Chapel

Friday,April 24:
Mk Air4fis .4 KfigM-EEUis
*
IPffltHiH ffiim dl Vaura©©
Prizes
for
pool,ping
Bay Fanpfty
(SiMboirft
pong
,
and hoard games
with D J , n^ilkshakes, and p izza
8pm, Mary Low Coffeehouse
9pm , Sp a

(DdDHIby Iimvfl tliaiMdDiBifflill
Saturday, March 14;
cslk 0 3 ©suma© TaDiffliPffiiamsmoinift
OtL
(S)
Pmteii
M im°A]l©^Ih©M©

Gender-neutral proposal
passed by Presidents' Council
"Even now professors are
marking students down for using
STAFF WRITER
languagetheydon'tagreewith. We
had to add something about that
[to the statementlsaid Mortenson."
language
A gender-neutral
In previous meetings,some hall
statement was finally passed by and Commons leaders had said
last there was no danger of the College
Council
Presidents'
Wednesday, but this version trying to enforce gender-neutral
included a final sentencethat would speech because the College would
prohibit any sector of the College have to ask the Council before it
from requiring the use of any could do so. The new statement
particular language.
now encouragesthe use of genderErik Mortenson '94, and Chris neutral language, but even if the
Mastrangelo '92, Drummond and new final sentence had not been
hall included,the statement would still
Goddard-Hodg kins
presidents, respectively, wrote the not insist on the use of such
final sentence ofthe statement. The language.
sentence reads: "However, in
Kenneth Lee '94, Mary Low
pursuit of academic freedom, no president, said he felt Mortenson
member of the College, faculty, and Mastrangelo were making it
administration,or studentbody can more difficult for the campus to
require the use of any particular reach a final decision on the use of
language." Mortenson said the gender-neutral language.
"Their intentions weregood,but
absence of a warning about
enforcement was themain obstacle it's too much to ask of the College,"
to the ori ginal statement 's said Lee. "The College was
acceptance.
recommending open-mindedness,

By David Holtzman
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COLBY IN LONDON
Colby 's own Performing Arts Program in
the Heart of Britain
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I Recycle this Echo. Reuse plastic ;
;/ ba gs. Write on both sides of :
• paper. Bring a backpack to the I
• grocery store. Walk and bike •
I more. Don't spit out your gum ;
I outside.Don't use products that I
• do things to animals that you •
; wouldn't want done to yourself. ;
I Don't recycle condoms. Use I
• cloth diapers. Educate yourself. ;
; Educate someone else. Plant a ;
:a
tree.
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(0 ;
u
t
fr\
This
is
not
just
abo
:
•xiiv recycling this Ecfta \(/ :

not forcing it on us. We should be
working with them instead of
creating new problems."
Lee predicted that when the
faculty meet to discussthe question
this month,they will throw out the
Council's addition and offer a
different version.
"They'll probably reject it, and
we'll reject theirs,and it will go on
forever," Lee said.
"I would think they would
support it," said Mortenson.
"They're supposedly for academic
freedom, so I don't see how they
could say this is limiting their
position."
The gender-neutral language
statement was also discussed at an
Policy
Educational
open
Committee meeting yesterday.?
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Incl udes:
•Courses in Text & Performance
® Courses in Acting (2 levels)
• Options at a British University with
British Students
•Excursions
•Resident Director (Prof. Mannocchi)
,
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Information & Application Forms available
at the OFF-CAMPUS STUDY OFFICIE

App l ications for Semest er I & II
d ue on April 1. 1992
¦
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From Now On, Evay Domino's Pizza®
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MADNESS
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Get a large cheese pizza and
2 Cokes or Diet Cokes for only
J
Customerspay all sales tax
I
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$1-00 OFF
ANY PIZZA

Order any pizza and
receive $1.00 off. Offer
available on delivery
and pick-up.
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THE COMIC VAULT
Comics and Collectibles
' ,- 1 Spring Street Extension
Waterville, ME 0490L?
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Basic Black
Tuxedos
$39 .00

Designer
Tuxedos
$49-95

THE NAME INFORMAL WEAR
YOU CAN TRUST

Rent your tux for the Charity Rail
Saturday, March 7, 1992
9p.m.-la.m.
Music by Colby Jazz Ensemble
WATE RVILLE

II,
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M Corey
Music Center
Everything in
Music

- 42 MAIN STREET
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for Blizzard on the Hill , this year 's
Winier Carnival , it was quality not
quantity that counted , as few
?
*
peop le braved the temperature
drop to participate in the . . "
festivities.
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lined, nylon sweats

1

RUSSELL
ATH LETIC.

1
1

1
Colors:Navy, Royal, Red,
Black, Dartmouth Green 1
Embroidery Available
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*JCLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS
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Main St., Fairfield
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There are onl y 15 days until Sp ring Break!!
So, on every multi
Why don't you beat
color Silk-Screening
^^^. ^ the clock and order
^^r
order of more than . f/ ^
today to save $45?
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*
100 Tee Shirts,
I \ yjT ro t/ 2\ Jj But &me is money.
Order Friday and
SpecialTees will
((9 (' H^-sj)
'
take off $3 for
you save $42...Only
VV" bW
on Saturday...etc...
$39
each remaining day!!
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IT PAYS TO CALL SPECIALTEES TODAY, DON'T DELAY!

Fri. 9-8
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a Dinner for 2 for the safe return of the Silver
*
Street Tavern/Safari Bar entrance rug .
"
¦
¦
No questions asked .
¦
*We have lost two of these rugs in the past three months. ¦
¦
¦

¦

S UN-MON-TUE S 5:00-9:00 PM

¦

DANA 229 © / *3™ / ZZO ^OX 6243

I! ALL OF OUR BURGERS W/FRIES ONLY $2.00 I¦

Presen t this ad to receive y our Sp rin g Break discoun t

at the Silver Street Tavern 873-2277 !
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Tees continuedfrom page 3
company worked with over twenty colleges
in the Boston area and estimates to gross
$50,000 this semester from its Boston clientele.
"There is a possibility that next year
Special Tees will no longer exist but will
become CNT shirts," said Blau.
Blau attributes the success of Special Tees
and Collegiate Network T-shirts to low
overhead costs and competitive pricing.
"We keep everything very simple," he
said. While there are larger profits to be
made in the retail business, the overhead is
too great, he said. "If you get stuck with 100
t-shirts, there goes your profit for the next

Review censors artwork
By Amanda Hallowell
- MANAGING EDITOR

I3D(G) iai9(t

In the spring of 1990, the issue of censorship arose on campus when editors of the
Review, a campus journal devoted to students' essays and creative writing, manually
Unstapled and removed a drawing from all 1200 copies of the journal out of of the fear that
it had racist and sexist overtones.
Sides were taken on whether or not the pulling and replacing of the artwork was "the
editorial board.. .making a decision on what it wants to stand for,"as faculty advisor to the
ReviewJane Hunter said, or only the editorial board "running scared in a crazy way," as
Abbot Meader,chair of the art department said.The controversy resulted in the resignation
of Todd Pritsky '91,layout editor of the Review,who made the last-minute decision to run
the artwork in place of other work which could not be reproduced by the printer.
"I resigned that night,"Pritsky.was quoted as saying in the February 22 issue ofthe Echo.
me.
"It smacked of a cover-up for
wasentitled "Bitch;"and was
The artwork in question
Although the Echo did not
drawn by Mike Sulski '91.
believed the it clearl y
describe the drawing, several
controversy seemed to stem
depicted a black female. The
journal than from the actual
more from its placement in the
ink sketch, thoug h. The
subject matter of the pen and
backside of article written by
drawing was placed on the
senior Jen Riley on the literature of Toni Morrison, a black woman writer.
"[The], very poor juxtaposition seems to be making a statement either on Jen 's work or
on Toni Morrison's work," said editor of the ReviewLaura Senier '90.
Replacing the drawing with another piece of artwork delayed release of theReviewand
cost the group about $300.
"As you can imagine, I was seriously offended," the Echo quoted Sulski as saying. "I
don't feel ["Bitch"] is a racist or sexist picture. I think it's,perhaps, a racial picture ora sexual
picture, but I don't think it is attempting to judge or make generalizations."!^
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Colb y Programs Abroad
Deadlines
Colb y in Cork : Ma rch 9
Pomona/Howard Exchange : March 9
Mystic Seaport-Maritime Studies:
March 12
Colb y in Dijon: Mar 31
Colb y in Cuernavaca: Mar 31
Colb y in London:
(Semester 1 & Semester II) :
Apr il 1
Applications are available
in the Off-Campus Study Office

IS IT YOUR BIRTHDAY TODAY?

NEED A PLACE TO RELAX?

GOING SKIING ON SATURDAY?

NEED A LUNCH?

HOW ABOUT THE SPA?
Thursdays are College Basketball Night on ESPN
Saturdays are Game Night from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
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NOW YOU CAN MAKE YOUR OWN

EVERY SATURDAY MORNING
AT CHAPLIN COMMONS DINING HALL
FROM 8"9 A.M .

INDIV IDUA L PIZZ A

-Half Price Sodas
-50c Pretzels

Do„vcryv timoa

TO THE SPA

BETWEEN NOON AND 9 P.M.

Both Nights we Oiler . . .
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three months." Although he only estimates
his profit per shirt at no more than $1, Blau is
able to make a profit by doing bulk orders.
Another tee shirt company, The Charles
Overly Studio,asked to merge with CNT and
wants to expand on a national scale, said
Blau. When the new merger is complete,
CNT hopes to double its revenues from
previous endeavors.
While he has large plans for the future,
Blau insists that Special Tees will remain a
Colby enterprise.
For the future,Blau said: "My dream is to
go to Harvard Business School. My reality is
that I will be working with the tee-shirt
business when I graduate."Q
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CRAIG APPELBAUM, Editor-in-Chief
AMANDA HALLOWELL, Managing Editor
LAURA PAVLENKO, News Editor
TJ. WINICK, Sports Ed itor
KAREN LIPMAN, Features Editor
ETHAN GETTMAN, yl & E Editor
PAUL AR GIRO, Op inions Editor
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LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
TheEditorial isthe official opinion of thepaper.Theother opinions presenton this pagedo not necessaril
y
represent the views of The Colby Echoor its staff.
The Colby Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those withinthe immediate community.
They should not exceed 200 words.
Lettersto theEditorshould be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either an address
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday,letters must be received by The Colby Echono later than
Monday evening ofthe same week.
The Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

More sense, less censorship

Advice for seniors
To Kelly Evan s, Steven Swartz, and associated
seniors:
Your letter certainly gave me food for thought. I
began reading with a sense of apprehension that some
seniors would be so bold as to demand better treatment
just because they are seniors. My apprehension turned
to disbelief and a fit of derisive laughter at your
pompous demand that Mr. Holtzman grow up.
Respect is earned,not legislated. In order to gain the
admiration of others, you must first be a person worth
admiring.Being a senior does not mean you are a good
person.
While working Safe Rides, I have held a bucket for
seniors to throw up in because they were so drunk that
theylost simple motor control. I have had seniors try to
pick fi ghts with me because "I was looking at them
wrong. I have seen seniors break windows,kickdoors
and call home to their parents to whine for more
money. I have seen seniors display a dismaying lack of
interest in their surroundings as the environment slowly
dies, the economy head s for points souths and Nazis
and talking heads run for president. To sum, I have
seen behavior in seniors that is not worthy of respect.
I have also had some wonderful times with seniors.
They have been an indispensable source of advice and
wisdom. With their help, I have avoided any number
of problems that I would have stumbled onto otherwise.
There is an easy solution to this whole question;
treat people as individuals. I refuse to be lumped into
a catchall category. I am a sophomore. I am male. I am
from Washington. I am also more than the sum of these
categories. I am a human being. No two people are
alike.
Self-righteous posturingand narcissistic wheedling
does not hel p your case. I realize it might be
presumptuous for a sophomore to offer seniors some
advice!,' but it seems necessary. Be yourself first, and a
senior second. I think you might be happier.

It can be something as seemingly innocuous as the word "mankind," a
quotation in Moose Prints, or a response in 'Students on the Street'. But
what is acceptable to some of us may be offensive to others. Is censorship
the answer? The purpose of this week's 'Students on the Street' was to
highlight the issue of censorship and show what can happen when we take
things too far.
With the campus-wide debate over gender-neutral language and the
recent incident in Moose Prints, wc all must begin to question how the
College will deal with students, faculty, and staff who use "offensive"
language. For example, if a professor requires the use of gender-neutral
Eric Berry £4
language in his or her class, what will happen to the student in that class
who refuses to use such language? Whose freedom is at stake here?
That the quotation in Moose Prints was derogatory toward women is
a matter of opinion, but the solution is not to censor that quotation, as if to
I would like to address the letter written by Kelly
hide it and pretend such sentiments did not exist. Rather, all language,
whether offensive or not, should be exposed for us to see, so that we may Evans '92 and Steven N. Swartz '92 whish appeared in
the February 27 issue of the Echo. In your support of
address it openly.
Once again, what may be offensive to some may not be offensive to Mark Bol es' posi ti on you st at e t ha t seni ors ar e
others. But should the College decide for us what is offensive and what "generally the leaders of the sports teams,the hall staff ,
isn't? Clearly the College does not want to be associated with language and the clubs of campus"and thus deserve distinction
which is offensive or prejudi ced. But allowing controversial speakers to from other classes. Don't these positions already
come to Colby and printing Spanish proverbs in Moose Prints do not
represent a prejudiced campus; indeed, it shows that the College views us
as a mature, well-educated, and responsible student bod y, able to see
things for what they are and make decisions based in part on the ed .ucation
we receive here.
. Holly Labbe,the student who selected the Moose Prints quotation,said
Colby is supposed to be a liberal arts college, not a dictatorship. Like Labbe,
By Katie Tyler atid tteflterwm <Jo©thals
the rest of us must make ourselves heard on this issue. If we choose not to
CONTBI»U'jm<3 WRTCERS
speak up now, the day may come when we are no longer able to speak up
MW
at all.

Praise individu als

symbolize the hard work and accomplishments of
these individuals? What special privileges would you
offer lower classmen who hold similar positions? If the
seniors should be distinguish from all other classes,
should n't juniors be distinguished from sophomores
and sophomores from freshman? Should seniors who
have accomp lished more than their classmates be
awarded even more privileges? Should seniors that do
not hold leader ship positions have more privileges
than juniors do?
If any distinctions are to be made between classes,
whosecriteria would we use to make thosedistinctions?
Should the accomp lishment of an individual made
outside of Colby be recognized? In the "real world"
there are no freshmen or seniors and individual
accomp lishments are rewarded onl y to those
individuals. An entire group should not be praised or
awarded for the accomp lishments of select individuals.
Christopher D. Sharpe '9 3.5

Displace your anger
This is a message to the Student Cen ter Graffiti
Artist:
You sought to attack student apathy by leaving
your mark on the most central meeting place of the
College. Your destruction of property, which cost an
exorbitant amount to clean up, is not excusable, to be
sure. But your goal,to awakepeople to the issues ofthe
day, is certainly not "sad," as one administrator called
it.
I encourage you to attend meetings of the Coalition
for Political Action, on Sund ay n ights at 6pm in the
Foss Small Dining Room. We exist to combat the very
apathy you so despise at Colby. The more students
who join us, the be our chances will be to have a
genuine effect. But if you hide and speak your mind
only under cover of darkness, you will. ;fin.d, as you
alread y have, that you will accomplish nothing.
David Holtzman '94

The Echo does not pri nt
anonymous letters. All letters
must be signed and include
the writer 's phone number.

Is Colby committed to teaching?
»

Not so safe and secure

One of the nice things about events like last Saturday's chorale concert
in the Chapel is that they attract people from the Waterville community,
enabling them to enjoy some of what Colby has. to offer. But anyone
surveying the scene outside the Chapel last Saturday night would have
noticed something else Colby has to offer the Waterville community—
unlimited,hassle-free parking in fireand no-parkingzones,thesamezones
in which students' cars are ticketed and towed daily.
But Saturday 's concert proved the Waterville community is exempt
from these parking laws. Indeed, it seemed as if they were allowed to park
anywh ere near th e Chapel, and th ey did-on the grass, in fire and noparking zones, along the entire length of the hill leading up to the Hei ghts.
Although these cars proved more of a safety hazard t h a n any one stud ent
car parked in a fire zone on a wceknight, not one was ticketed or towed.
This inconsistency must stop. According to Director of Safety and
Security John Frechette, Sa fety a nd Securi ty has tow ed car s i n no park i ng
zones belonging to Waterville residents. But he added that for events such
as la st Saturd ay 's concert, Security allows community members to park in
th e zon es w i th th o und erstand i ng that th eir car s w i ll be th ere for a short ,
specified period of time.
The department's rationalefor this is that community mcmbcrs-unlikc
Colby students-are not expected to have knowled ge of campus parking
regulations. But whether one reads the student manual or not, there arc
signs clearl y posted around the Chapel and the Hei g hts whi ch forb id
pa rking in certain areas.
Luckily there have been no fi res in the Chapel or in the Heights during
these concerts. But to prevent a potential d isaster from occurring, the
College must stop granting community members parking exemptions at
the expense of our safety and security.
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tast December, Government and Women's
Studies ProreasorPam Btakewas denied tenure.As
iorm&t students of herd, we think that the tenure
committee 4n d *h* government department have
made a graveerror,
Professor Blake ia an incredible teacher. She
teaches feministpolitk.iltheory—material that is
both fatd factually «nd emotionally intense!tt »
manner that challenge* but does not threaten.She
encourages students to respect one ana titers* ideas
and to challenge their own. Neither of y s have over

had aprofeaso*whoi$more availableto Xt«r*h*<terit$,

and Professor llhtkc has had an effect on our lives
that goes well beyond ihe classrooitt.This kind of
dedication to students j $ the rarest and most
important kind of teaching.
This past h\\„ many of her former students
expressed these sentiments in the form of letters
and personal visits to the Pean of Faculty and the

President, Wo made it ctamvin no ^certain tenn$,

that we Wanted her to stay, Despite nearly perfect
studcntcvalnalions^it seems shewua denied tenure
dne to lacl< of publishing,.
We believe that this sends 4 disturbing roesMge
to the student body. The College claims to v»lu«
leaching above all els»e, and it should. Teaching is
th e most important thing to an undergraduate;we
ore an undergraduat e institution, Wc understand
the importance of having professors at Colby who

are recognisedwithintheir disciplittes,btttteachiug
abitfty$houldbeparomountinalt hini>g^n4tenuT<e
decisions.Unfortunatelyit is not. We have all hud
extensively published and tenured professors who
cannot {or will not) teach well. The importance of
haviofctoldte^whaarededicatedto studetttecannot
be stressed enough,
Jn addition,thereisanother mixed messagethat
this decision sends. The administration claims to
wantequal representationoif wont en on tha faculty,
and/ in fact,they havebired severalnew Wowenthis
ycar.ThereiSyhoweve^ aglarittgabsenceofteimred
wonten At Colby* It is no secret that tenured
prof^pon}nay<}ioljlm*tdyr
t»0^^pdQxnAndpoww
than untenured professors. That is, after alt, the
whole point of tonuringpeople,
In the government department the*e am wo
f ennred W0Men>andwith the departureOf pjr»fr$$0rs
Blake and Wawk, there will be no women At alb
Even if new women are hired,il will beat least six
years before the departmenthas an opportunity to
tenureartOtheworoAn,Women hardly htma e^ual
voice in that department and that needs to change.
We do not advacate tenuring tmcjuaUficdprofcaaors,
but ftrafetww Blake is anything but unqualified.
Htfdcpvirtatt will be,toeriOH«lo$* to ftituw students
of Colby,
The government department and the tenure
committee have undercut the College'^ supposed
commitment to the quality of t&iehlngand equal
representation of Women on tho faculty, Wc urge a
reconsideration of Professor Wake's decision and
we want the community to ask* In who#e interests
was this decision made?

S, O. S.I How do you feel about censorship at Colby?
.. ..
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Joe Savoie '92

" l thln k WmmmmmmtmWmmm-lLW.

Trina McKenzie '95
"It should be imposed aMffwasaa
for the betterment of BBB people.

lunches ffi8^£i@^pSr "

"I basically BWpaWHBaiaa^ai

Tara McDonough '92
"I Wmbelieve in it. I think

necessary to censor IBMfrfM- I*'8
definitely WB&American."

ISSlany larger force should censor
you.
photos by Brannon Lobdell

Toby Holmes '93

Jeff Kosc '93
"I think it's absolutel y
ridiculou^gggSithat at an openminded institution like this,6£B
people {HWtfflp BWffia^
own opinions."

E&E&SggflftSW-the quote of the day [in
Moose Printsj B^- ruine d my

their

The media myths of AIDS
By John C. Brockelman

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
AIDS has taken the American
media by storm. Day in and day out
wehear cries from celebrities telling
us to practice safe sex. AIDS has
gained so much media attention
that one would think everyoneybu
meet on the street is HIV-positive.
The media bombards us with
propaganda about the "spread" of
AIDS. Well, I'm about to dispel
some myths about AIDS. I'm sure I
won't haveeveryoneagreeing wi th
me, but these are some facts about
AIDS.
There is no denying that AIDS is
a terrible disease,and that everyone
has some minute chance of
contracting it. However, I wish the
press would focus a little more on
diseases that are more of a threat to
all of us. President Bush may not
always be right, but Bush's answer
was right on target when he was
grilled for his weak stance on

funding for AIDS research. He
stated that the press and the public
should focus their attention more
on diseases people do not have
control over, such as cancer. He
further argued that cancer is
unavoidable, but that behavior
modification can stop AIDS.
• If the American press would
encourage teen-ageabstinence and
adultmonogamy,we could haltthe
spread of AIDS. Fortunately,
syndicated columnist Mona Chareri
has exposed some facts about AIDS
in a few of her articles. According to
the Centers for Disease Control,58%
of the people who have contracted
AIDS are male homosexuals who
do not inject drugs, 6% are
homosexuals who are also drug
abusers, and 22% are heterosexual
drug abusers.
Hemophiliacs account for 1%.
Only 6% of reported cases can be
traced to heterosexual contact,(This
includes those who contracted the
disease in Africa and the
Caribbean). Blood transfusions

account for another 2%,and 5% are
of an undetermined origin.
According to Michael Fumento,
author of "The Myth of
Heterosexual AIDS," more white
males willbe diagnosed withbreast
cancer this year alone than have
contracted
AIDS
through
heterosexualcontact throughout the
entire epidemic. Yes, male breast
cancer! In 10 years approximately
120,000 eoplehavedied from AIDS
^ During that same time
in America.
period, forty times that number
have died from cancer.
The point is that AIDS activists
and the press don't want us to know
these basic facts. Theselobbies want
us to believethat we are all equally
at riskwhenwearenot.Manymedia
campaigns have stated that AIDS
does not discriminate against
anyone. However, AIDS does
discriminate. It discriminates
against
non-monogamous
homosexuals and needle-sharing
drug abusers (both groups
Myths continued on page12

discussed the increased fiscal
constraints they would have to work
within as a result of a number of
changes on campus. The College
altered its alcohol policy, which
resulted in decreased student
attendance at most social and
cultural events. Consequently, all
Commons' were forced to work
with even less money, since fewer
donations were collected .
At the same time these money
constraints were occurring,
students were demanding better
programming which would cost
more.
Commons'
leaders
respondedand Colby students were
able to go to events such as 1964 as
The Beatles, Culture Shock, and the
Sp in Doctors.
While all of this was going on,
the Commons' leaders, Stu-A
executives and the Dean of
Student'sOffice were discussing the
"Up To $20,000" fund created by
the College last year. On numerous
occasion's, the College told us that
wc would receive "up to $20,000"
inadditional non-alcoholic funding
for second semester if wc showed
"good faith" by programming non-

alcoholic events. We were also told
that the College had set aside this
$20,000 and would await our midyear proposal.
This is where the editorial was
mistaken. The "up to $20,000" was
promised by the College, not the
trustees, and we were told it had
already been set aside for us. It was
indicated that if we showed this
"good faith," we would only need
to write up an application in January
in order to obtain the funds.
Undeniably, the $28,000 from last
year was on the back of our minds
since this wasthe reason the College
created the "Up To $20,000" fund
this year. The College did not want
this year's student leaders to be
forced to go back to the trustees in
order to obtain additional funds. In
fact, there was even talk among
Stu-A about asking for more than
$20,000 duo to our additional
constraints this year. But the most
important thing missing from the
editorial wasthatall Commonshavc
allocated thoir bud gets carefully this
year.
Whilcattcmptingtobring bcttcr
quality and moro alternatives to

Heah sin, not idealism

why must we constantly paint
ourselves a* martyrs while
deny|ngour*>wninterestsi7Why
GOMNmtwmwwmm
does self-interest have such
I waited an hour to seeJerry negativeconnotations, when it
Brown in th*Chapel;I mi&&ed is what fuels every taovei we
lynch to listen to a man who, make, Whether ii is obvious or
when asked how Iwv as wellhidden? Why can't wejnst
president, expected to get admit it?
Politicians are gfcitty of
legislation p assed with, a
•""conservative" Congress-, idealism, as We&l. Why can't
claimed that a citizens' Republicans be realists ahout
revolutionwas going to have to abortion?Whatkind of ''family*
takeplace.I j ustwanMdM,?kake doesCJeotge Bush aim to create
him. m his turtlenecfc and throughan unwed mother or a
ULBean ipj aadshitiandtellbim dfug addict?The last thing the
ihat f c wasn't going *o happen* Warld needs il? ware .suffering
party so
Why canrt peoplebe realists? chltdrenrFora|voiiticai
concerned
with
economic
rttjgiveyott.ttnexample:The
<3ulf Wa*>.Nobody cared about prosperity and cutting: social
Kuwait of human rights nearly Sjpendmgyth&makesvery little
as much as V,$, economic sense,,
On the other side,why can't
interests,. Why is that a bad
Demomtebe
realistsaboutgun
thing? Oil is important, and
tMnttnl?
,
Criminals
don** n eed
mm*?i$ wnjfortant, and both
aw relativelygood things. So
Sialism continued mp ageiz

By BegisaLipovsky

Is the College losing sight of its Commons sense?
By Jason H. Pizer
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Echo has done it again. The
editorial entitled "Nofund s,no fun"
(2 / 20/92) was obviously written
without much forethought. From
the viewpoint of a Commons
president, I hope I can clarify what
really transpired . For starters, two
things must be corrected . First of
all, Arnold Yasinski's statement
about the College making it clear
the Commons would probably
receive $12,000 to $15,000 is
unfounded since he never met with
any of the leaders. And the opinion
of an uninformed newspaper
editorial is clearly wrong.
In September, each Commons
was given approximately $12,000
for the year—the same amount
allocated for the last three years.
The Commons'budgets are derived
from each student 's roomandboard
foe. Although the price of room
and board has increased annually
in tho last four years, the College
has not increased budgets for the
Commorns.
The Commons ' loaders

Colby's social life, our campus
leaders have continued to allocate
their budgets and program events
with insufficient funds. Even if the
"Up To $20,000" fund had not been
mentioned every time we criticized
our lack of funding (which it was),
I doubt the Commons would have
programmed much differently. It is
unfair to assert that the Commons'
leaders overspent. We never had
enough to begin with.
The students of this campus
should start asking why the
administration failed v to abide by
the oral contract made with student
leaders.I nstead,our student lead ers
were told that the College would
only be able to give the Commons
an additional $10,000 as a result of
constraints upon the College's
bud get. But where did the $20,000
go that was supposedly already set
aside for the student body? Colby
students should bo questioning the
administration 's commitmen t to
allocating enough funding so that
futurcstudent leaders may provide
an even better social/cultural life
on campus.
1find ittroubling foronetoasscrt

thatalloftheelectedofficialsshould
not be trusted to allocate the
available resources and even more
troubling for someone to ask "What
was your planning like first
semester?" To name a few, 1964 as
the Beatles, Spin Doctors, Culture
Shock, Derryberry & Alagia, Casino
Night, BluesTraveler,and even tri ps
to "American Gladiators" and
Florida all occurred first semester.
Without question, our student
leaders will face even more difficult
challenges in providing quality
events with such limited resources.
I challenge the editorial's assertion
that the four Commons' leaders
"wentonaspendingspreeand have
now basically run out of money."
In fact, wehavebeen very careful in
our spending and despite the
College taking an antagonistic
approach toward our problems, wc
will continue to provide quality
events. Instead of Attacking your
students leaders, find out the facts
of the story and what caused the
problem in the first placc.Q .
Jason II , Pizer is currently Ij ovejoy
President

Common 's

Colby and Bates are
in perfect harmon y
By Hilda "Westervelt

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Colby and Bates may be :r>
vals in athletics, but when it comes
to music they are in perfect harmony. The two colleges- joined irt
their first exchange concert in
Lorimer chapel last Saturday night.
Batesbegan the program with
music from the 17th century in
rousing choruses of "O Sing Joyfully" and "Hosanna to the son of
David." The Bates choir is smaller
than the Colby Chorale but they
have a powerful sound and rich
tone. A distinctive addition to the
choir was a singer withperfect pitch,
producing the required tonal note
on cue. The choir sang a cappella,
making pitch a very important factor. Their excellent intonation was
especially apparentin the moving
"Jesus Christ ihe apple tree.'1'
The opening and closing
verses were sung alone by the so-

prano section, a remarkable
achievementasthey reproduced the
quality of a single voice. Thechoir
closed their part of the program
with two contemporary religious
j>fece^ J»MRafcfce/s "Codbe in my
head" and ""Open thou my eyes/
And without further ado,thei
ColbyChorale filled the chapel witlf
its 60-plus members.The highlight !
of the night were the impressive
soloists,both instrumental and vol
cal. Ross Nussbaum '94, a singef
With the Colby Eight, performed!
the "Offertoire" from Faure's Re%
ifUiem and was accompanied by
Jenna Dinn '94, on the piano. Thd|
chorale provided a sensitive and
subtle background in and around
which Nussbaum worked.
Vanessa Lloyd '93, who has
been charming Colby withherbeatitiful soprano-voice far three years,
performed "Laucate Sominum"
from.Mozarts ' Vesp ercteSolennesde
Confessore.
Kristen Winkler'93,provided
an equally impressive performance

Restaurant Review

on the piano,accompanying Lloyd
and the chorale.
Kris Boynton '92, also of
Colby Eight fame, made his directing debut; taking the podium from
chorale director Paul Machlin for
"The Long Day Closes." Boynton's
direction was controlled but energetic and the Chorale responded
beautifully to his lead.
The African-American spirituals werethe most fun ofthe pieces
performed, beginning with a rousing solo by mellow-voiced Erinne
Clark '94. The complicated harmonies and vocal special effects of
"Ezekiel Saw De Wheel" made it a
triumphant conclusion to Colby 's
part Of the concert.
.As afinale,Batesjoined Colby
in a Brahms work conducted by
Machlin and a piece by Chesnokov
by the Bates conductor John Corrie.
Overall, the two groups, so
impressive apart, created vocal pyrotechnics toether, thereby making
the chapel reverberate with their
power and musicality.Q

Hunan Legends:
Peking comes to Waterville
By Th e Colby Hogs
Lookingfor somelast-minute
chow, we headed to Temple Street
(on the corner of Joe's Subway and
Smoke Shop) and sided up to the 3month new Hunan Legends.
For any fan of Chinese food,
this is now the place to go. Specializing in Szechuan (usually meaning spicy) cuisine, they also cater to
the milder tastes without ever being bland. The Colby Hogs have
been to this restaurant varying
amounts of times— four, two, one,
and none—so we figured our best
tactic was to combine the new with

ACROSS

Ir Two gent s in Comedy of
Errors

6. Miss Capulet
IJ.NoUr
tder
12, Recede
13, One, Spanish
14, St Ate Line and Reading, e.g.
15, l.A/s state
16, What you do at a green light
17, Mr, in Spanish
IB. A tiny Randall
19, Talki ng horse Mr.««
21.Unctuous
52, Harbor and Easier, e.g.
23. Dorothy's uncle
25. Price reduction
27, Women In Music, acr,
28, An English beer
29, Boy
3,1,Spanish life
35, Five spaces
35, Those who run 5,280
regularly Km
37/A^en who'* Nnlgh to
sle<!p;\Vith
40.'Sim lie word
4& Natt prefix
42, Wfad 75dedbeto are

the already enjoyed. We came up
with the following selections.
Hot and Sour Soup ($1.25 for
one) : Hog number four has a running quest to beat the best Hot and
Sour Soup ever,that of a restaurant
in Lexington, Mass. This came
damn close. For a connoisseur of
this dish, Hog number four was
thrilled. Not too much vinegar, not
too much hot pepper, and lots and
lots of flavor.
Beef and Broccoli ($7.75):
Lavished with plump, green, and
crunchy broccoli,this dish is perfect
for the meat-lover. The meat is
plentiful, the sauce is thick. This
standard dish betters that of any
other local joint.

Broccoli in Oyster Sauce
($5.75): Beef and Broccoli sans le
boeuf. Just as tasty and a plenty
filling dish for a vegetarian.
Pork Dumplings ($3.75 for
six):Fried,boiled,or garnished with
a spicy red-pepper peanut sauce,
this is easily the best appetizer on
the menu. Plump, juicy, and moist,
the dumplings are known to prey
upon any sign of hunger with a
persistence that is confounding. A
wondrous dish indeed!
Sweet and Sour Pork ($6.75):
Wrapped within fried dough, this
dish was glazed with the standard
pineapple sauce. The texture was
akin to eating a Nerf ping-pong;
though good, it's nothing great.

47, Krtdefmife article
49, !Fe,^FQr 17um!
50, Colby's new summer

W Not ^wlck
20, Title ;
24.Arabic p rince
2& Lai>an <vf Aid*
30, A c^ickhello
32, w—< <*«« clock for the timo oi
day"
33. Russian monarch.
34, The kind of state we't* In
35, Princess of Milan
36. The City of Angela
38, A Dr/s assistant
39. Two of them had their own
kingdom* .ind plays
43. Stereo or hi-^
44. Ocean
45. ~~ King Co)e
467For instance, abbr.
48. Showdown time
52* A ball game
54. That's iUj*iio~mlM
55. Happiness
56. Syrup
57. One of the bri*Ulea tut a grass!
$p\k(t
59, A preposition
60. Not up, abbr,

program

51, OlympicdowrtbiM
52, Quiet?
53, Wayne and Garth's dialectic
contribution
55, Shakespeare's $econd
m onarc h
57. Alias
58. Walk away fro m the alta r
fil, Response
64, Cleopatra's love
65. Wrote

DOWN

1. PhD.s
2. DNA kin
3. WindtoHadfc*
4. King of tho Faerie
5- A play based on Chaucer's
"KWghlVIW
6, A C«*»r
7* 41 across
B. *Lost" or "Won"
% Unit of m*t$y
iQ. CrCttfdit'* guy
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Ada , 1985, by Alex Katz

photo courtesy of Office of Communication
AlexKatz, one of America's leading postwar figurative artists , will
be on exhibit at the Colby Art Museum fro m March 1 through April
15. This will be thefirst-evermuseum retrospe ctioveof his.
drawings. Katz's work includes several examples of virtuall y every
graphic style that he has used within the last 45 years.Katz's work
is well known to Maine and Colby—hestudied in Skowheganand a
Katz exhibition was held here in 1985.Museum hours are Monday
through Saturday 10 am to 4:30 pm and 2 to 4:30 on Sundays.

Chicken Fingers and Wings
($2.95 and $2.50): As very inexpensiveappetizers,they fare quite well;
however, Triple Dragon at Elm
Plaza still holds the Achievement
Award for best Fingers.
Lo Mein ($2.70 per pint; $5.25
a quart): A dish consisting of cut
oriental noodles, shredded chicken
or beef (we had both), and vegetables, the taste is indescribable.
Fabulous. Extraordinary. Highly
recommended.
Fried Rice (appro*, same
prices as the Lo Mein): Many say
that a fine Chinese restaurant is
made or broken by its fried rice. All
we can say is, hallelujah!
All in all, the Hogs recom-

mend Hunan Legends without reservation. In fact, everyone we've
talked to who has visited Hunan
Legends all seem to agree that it is
t/zeChinese food place in Waterville.
Our only warning is this: some of
the waitresses do not speak fluent
English, so take care in ordering.
Overall, the prices are ri ght,
the food excellent. And not only
that,they have free delivery for orders placed over ten dollars (and
they accept most pieces of plastic!).
Overall,the Colby Hogs give it four
and a half out of five resounding
01NKS!
The Colby Hogs are J ulie
Trodella , Ethan Geltman,Mike Groff,
and Tracey McCormick.Q

"Shakespuzzle" by Julie Trodella, ASST. A&E EDITOR
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

b

MOVIES

I

§£ :
,
Gorillas
in
the
Mist
100
at
7
and
showing
in
Lovejoy
;
|
|
|
I 9pm Thurs. thru Sat. and at 2pm on Sat.
M \
I
m COLBY COLLEGE:

HQS1S 873-1300

I

I

Medicine Man 1:20. 3:45. 7:10 and 9:35 pm

g ;

'[

Memoirs of the Invisible Man 7:30 and 9:45 pm

ra

t

Wayne's World 1:10. 3:40.7:20. and 9:40 pm

B

Fried Green Tomatoes 12:50,3:30,6:50
| and
9:30pm

|
M

The Hand That Rocks the Cradle: 1:40,3:50,7:35
and 9:45 pm

g ¦
M '

Stop! Or My Mom Will Shoot! 1:30, 3:55, 7:00 and
9:20pm

B<
M :

RAILROAD SQUARE 873-6526

1

I

The Search For Signs of Intelligent Life in the
Universe: Thursday at 7pm only.
Badlands: Sunday at 10am only.
My Father is Coming: Thursday at 9:10 only.
Madame Bovary: Thursday thru Monday at 6:50
and 9:30, then Tuesday thru Thursday at
8:35pm.
and Tuesday
Frida Kahlo: Sunday at 4pm only
|
thru Thursday at 6:45pm.

1

t

j

By the way...

L

Thursday March 5: CSNAP (Colby Students for Non-Alcoholic Programming) presents Anni Clark
playing jazz from 8-10pm in the MaryLow Coffehouse.

m
§B

I

BATES:

1

Ongoing: Bowdoin College Museum of Art is always changing exhibits. Call 725-3275 for more info, m

De La Soul in concert! Saturday March 7! Call Bates for Details!
§|
Saturday and Sunday the Bates and Colby college choirs will present a joint concert at the Olin Arts Center. j | |
If you missed the presentation at Colby last weekend, here's your second chance!
Ill
The Museum of Art at the Olin Arts Center is open regularly 10am to 5pm Tuesday through Saturday, j i
Phone 786-6158 for more information about upcoming exhibits.
j |
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LECTURES:
Tonight Professor David Bromley (Colby'63), currently a professor of

sociology at Virginia Commonwealth University, will deliver the tenth
annual Kingsley Birge Lecture. Bromley's talk, "Satanism in America:
Myths and Realities" will take place at 7:30 p.m. in Keyes. Slides will
accompany his presentation.
The Birge Lecture Series honors the memory of Professor Kingsley
| Birge
who taught at Colby for over thirty years and died unexpectedly in 1980.
The lecture series features former students of Professor Birge and Colby

By Matt Kales
STAFF WRITER
Dinosaur Jr., Green Mind
If one were to liken Dinosaur
Jr. to a season, it would be spring,
early spring. Sound rains
down like a torrential April
tempest, drenching the listener in a flood of feedbackridden guitar. Above the
background of the incessantly chattering drums and
grumbling bass soar the vocals of J. Mascis, always melodious, yet always tortured—evoking images of a
sporadic March wind.
Dinosaur jr/s latest
release, Green Mind (Sire/
Warner Brothers), contains
its share of both the lions
and lambs. Thepunchof this
essentially one-man show
hasbeen pulled significantly
compared to Mascis' past
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efforts, Bug, and You're Living All
Over Me. The raw, blistering guitar
has been tamed slightly and the
production of the tracks is more
defined, resulting in a more cushioned sound. This may be a welcome approach for those who found
the melodies of the earlier material
appealing, but were discouraged

Pantagraelism
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Of Green Minds and Dinosaurs
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BOWDOIN:

:

j All proceeds from the Railroad Square Cinema showings
' 1 of Frida Kahlo will benefit Maine Progressive. Call for
] more details.

CONCERTS/PLAYS/EVENTS:

by the disruptive aspects ofthe guitars. On the other hand, die-hard
Dinosaur Jr. fans may be disappointed by the absence ofthe ferocity the band has traditionally displayed.
Regardless, Green Mind does
have its moments, albeit they requiresome listening todiscern. The
opening track, The
Wagon," is a classic Dinosaur Jr. tour-de-for ce of
storming guitars and
pounding drums, and is
followed by another stomp
"Puke and Cry." At this
point, Green Mind takes a
rather ambiguous turn,
and doesn't straighten out
until "How'd YouPinThat
One on Me?," by far the
strongest track on the album. The second to last
track on Green Mind is a
slow, droning ballad, but
it is relieved by the wellstructured title track.
Overall, the album closes
out in a respectable
fashion.Q

Classic Silver Quotes
compiled by Echo movie buffs

"I wanted to capture the
sights, the sounds, the smells of a
hard-working rock and roll band.
And I got that. But I got more. Much
more. But,hey,enough of my yakin'.
Whaddaya say? Let's boogie!"
—Spinal Tap

Rebel spies. I want to know what
happened to them."
-Star Wars

"What in the wide, wide
world of sports is a-goin'on here?
1 hired you men to build a railroad, not to jump around like a
i.
"Life is pain. Anyone who bunch of Kansas City faggots."
says different isselling something."
—BlazingSaddles
—PrincessBride
"It 's a simple matter of
"Don't act so surprised,your weight ratios. A four-ounce
Highness. You aren't on any mercy swallow cannot carry a onemission this time. Several transmis- pound coconut."
-M.P. and the Holy Grail
sions were beamed to this ship by
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Realism continuedfrom page9

4 LEGENDS '^^F
^
A NEW DJNING EXPERIENCE
AU THENTIC SZECHUANAND HUNAN CHINESE CUISINE

:

FREE DELIVERY

I
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with a $10.00 minimum
10% Student Discount (Dine-in only, Sunday-Thursday)
30 Lunch Specials Served 7 Days:
1/2 under $4.00. No added MSG.

Call ahead for parties

MON-THUR: 11:00-9:00

FRI & SAT: 11:00-10:00
SUNDAY: 12:00-8:00

of4 or more!

rhetoric. Clearly,he hasn t done his
homework.
Don't misunderstand. I am not
a pessimist—I do believe that
progress is inevitable, but it takes
effort. People are not evil, only
human. Deficits don't just go away
on their own but through budget
cuts.You don't cut crimebybanning
guns but by deterring criminals.
Understand human nature,and see
things for what they are, not what
you wish them to be.D

permits to get guns any more than
a butcher needs a permit to buy
meat. Logic is key.
Idealism exists here at Colby,
too. Only iri 1992 would one find a
college where the biggest sociopolitical issueishow to spell things.
Whether I am a woman,or a womyn
(or whatever it is I'm supposed to
be in P.C.-speak), I'm still going to
be passed over for promotions and
earn less than a man for the same
job. Isn't gender-neutral language
only promoting judgment of abook Myths continued from page 9
by its cover—the nemesis of equal
rights? Why shoot yourself in the represent 86% of all AIDS cases).
Hopefully, a cure for AIDS will
foot? It's absurd.
Back to Brown. So he's standing be found soon, but let's put this
there, lecturing about the evils of disease in perspective. There are
nuclear power,but he isn't offering some fairly powerful and wealthy
realistic alternatives. Someone asks lobbies out there attempting to scare
about what he's going to do about all of us into massive government
the U.S.involvement in El Salvador, funding for AIDS. They want us to
and he throws out a noncommittal believe that AIDS is spreading like
reply and lapses back into campaign the Bubonic plague. It is not.

877-7644

Magicjohnson istheperfecttool
for these activists. With Magic's
recent disclosure, everyone is
hitting the panic button. Let's
remember, Magic is not really a
hero—h e slept with so many
womenhe can't even remember half
their names.
Behavior is the key to stopping
AIDS. Be careful who your sex
partner is and stay monogamous.
Finally,let's not forget heart disease
and cancer are killinga morepeople
in this country than AIDS is. We all
know how not to get AIDS, but do
weallknowhownottogetcancer'Q
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THE REAL QUOTES: '
Jeff Kosc '93
"I think it's absolutely
ridiculous. I think that at an openminded institution like this, all
opinions should be expressed and
people should be able to rorm their
own opinions."
Trina McKenzie '95
"It should be imposed only if
it 's for the. betterment of other
people. Otherwise, forget it."
Toby Holmes '93
"I basically deplore all forms. I
think the public should be able to
make decisions about what 's
coming out. I don 't thi n k it 's
necessary to censor anything. It's
definitely un-American."
Joe Savoie '92
"I think censorship sucks.
Taking out the quote of the day [in
Moose Prints] has ruined my
lunches for the rest of the year."
Tara McDonough '92
"I don t believe in it. I think
there's a degree to which people
can say what they think. People
should censorthemselvesbutldon't
think any larger force should censor
you."

Show Us How Good You Are!
INFORMATION
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Tvfarch 11
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Hurd Room ,
"Roherte
«U llO
lvOIXJK» Union

7:00-8:00pm

Come to SunLife of Canada's Info Session for Employee Benefits Sales
Representatives and get your foot in the door of a $50 billion leader in
the financial services industry! By joining us , you'll prove your readiness
for a hi 8hl y professional career in sales—one that promises the kind
of fast track 8rowth that leads fitrai 8ht to mana gement and increased
earnings!
If you have whal il takes lo get your foot in lhe cloor— an a88ressive

nature, the drive to succeed and a professional attitude, learn how you
can become part of the team that's selli n g Employee Benefi ts for SunL i fe
of CanacIa - It > s a raPidl y grow i n g area of our bus i ness and it's open i n g
up doors for many ambitious people just like you!

For more informa tion , contact Barbara M cNlcholas, Sunlife of
Canada , Human Resources Depar tmen t, 3 Sun Life Executive Park,
Wellcslcy, MA 02181 An equal opportunity employer.

W JST SunUfe

^SSmmtwof Canada

A mem b er of Sun Fin anci a l Gr oup

GlobalReLeaf
comesin all shapes
and sizes.

Planting trees is one of the best and
easiest waysto help reduce global
warming and other environmental
problems. You can make a
d ifference r ight now by call ing our
special Action Line —
1-900-420-4545.
The $5.00 charge actually pays for
planting a tree and we'll also rush
you detailed information on Global
ReLeaf. Take action now.

1-900-420-4545
G1®5AL
REiLEAT"

A program of 'Flic American Forestry Association
Citizenscaring J or trees &forests since 1875
P.O. Ilox 2000, Washington , I)C 20013

Quote continued from page 1
The protests over the quotation
stunned Labbe.
"I thought the quote was so
ludicrous and off-the-wall that
nobody would take it seriously,"
she said. "It's a compliment to
oversize women, but they took it
the other way."
Moss disagreed.
"It was incredibly insensitive.
The timing of it couldn't have been
worse," she said, referring to the
current campus-wide debate over
gender-neutral language and the
oppression of women through
language. "It creates a climate and
it sends a message to women."
Smith said some of the women
who phoned him to protest
retracted some of their criticisms
after they learned a woman had
selected the quotation.
In most cases the positions
softened considerably when it was
discovered this was done by a
woman," he said.
Labbe wondered, though, why
nobody protested previously
published quotations that depicted
men negatively. Over Jan Plan,for
example,Labbe said several "malebashing" quotations appeared in
Moose Prints.
"If we had to apologize to the
women offended, we should also
apologize to the men," she said.
But as Smith said, there is a
difference between the two types
of quotations. "Women have
traditionally been put down and
men haven't."
"Granted , [the quotation] is not
politically correct, but history and
literature are not P.C.," said Labbe.
"You can't rewrite history and
sexism."
And Labbe questioned whether
recalling,cutting of f,and ultimately
discontinuing the "Quote of the
Day" was in fact proper way to
respond to the protests.
"I think it's sad on a campus
that encourages diversity of opinion
that they're taking a Moose Prints
quote and making a dictatorship
out of it," she said. And despite the

protests, Labbe stood by her
selection.
"I don't regret my choice of
quotes," she said.Q
Collection continued from page1
proximity to visitors, some have
wondered why the off icer on duty
is unarmed. But as Gourley said, "I
don't know of any museums in.the
world with armed guards."
Outsideoftheft,anotherconcern
for some is the lack of security
present while large numbers of
schoolchildren visit the museum.
Around 8,000 schoolchildren from
around the state are expected to
visit the collection before it leaves
Colby on June 10, and another 500
are on a waiting-list.
"I'm concerned that kids might
go up and touch [the paintings],
not maliciously,but unknowingly,"
said Mary Beth Ferris,a sixth-grade
teacher at Waterville Junior High
School, who along with two other
adults will accompany 26 sixthgraders to the exhibit in April.
"It makes me nervous," said
Ferris. "Why aren't there more
guards?"
But Gourley said that, so far,
there have been no problems with
the children.
"Mostof the students havebeen
really sort of prepped by their
teachers and have been wellbehaved," he said.
Still, Ferris is concerned with
what she sees as an overall lack of
security around the collection.
"Were they not concerned that
anything would happen in
Waterville, Maine?" she said.
The high price of insuring such
a collection is being covered by an
endowed account to the College of
$200,000. The account, which was
established by the Payson family,is
designed to cover all expenseswhile
the collection is at Colby, including
all insurance costs, said Gourley.
The collection was moved from
the Portland Museum to Colby in a
heated,climate-controlled truck by

Fine Arts Express, a Boston-based
firm used by museums worldwide.
According to Gourley,no security
officers accompanied the truck from
Portland to WatervilleQ
Hoops continued from page 16
possession, and nailed a floater in
the lane with 9:05 to go.
After he helped force an Owl
turnover, Walsh dished the ball in
between two defenders to Butler,
whose layup cut the lead to two. "I
don't think I was necessarily on a
mission...," said Walsh , who
finished with 5 points and 2 assists
in a productive 10 minutes. "I just
didn't want it to be the last game of
the season.
Colby ensured that its season
would continue with more typical
White Mule basketball down the
stretch.
"We're not
ah
overpowering team,and [Westfield
St.] was fired up," said co-captain
John Rimas '92,who shot 11-16 from
the floor and finished with 23points
and 7 rebounds./'But we picked it
up in the last few minutes."
"" Colby grabbed its first secondhalf lead (59-58) on a Daileanes
three-pointer with 4:38 left in the
game. The Mules never trailed
afterward s,and put the game away
for good in the final two minutes.
An inexperienced Westfield
team could not withstand Colby's
renewed intensity. "We didn't want
to go helter-skelter," said Owl
Coach Bob Lawless. "We had to
score and play good defense, but
[Colby was] able to step it up."
Another Daileanes trey (5-9 for
the game) gave the Mules a 64-61
advantage, and a Rimas baseline
jumper stretched it to 66-61 with
l:29togo.WestfieId'sChrisFerriter
converteda three-point play to keep
it close with 1:12 left,but Colby ran
the clock down and Butler scored
with 30 seconds left. Field goals by
Matt Gaudet '95,and Rimas closed
out the scoring at 72-64. (J.W.)

There was a discouraging 10096 loss against Bates three days
earlier to overcome. There was a
CBB co-championship on the line,
and an ECAC first-place seeding
still to capture.
But with a 90-85 victory over
Bowdoin last Saturday, the White
Mules(20-3) captured the first-place
seed, ensuring home court
advantage, are CBB co-champions
with Bates, and have now finished
the last four seasons with at least
twenty wins.
"We had a lot of emotion coming
out oi the dressing room against
[Bowdoin] and it drained us,"
Coach Dick Whitmore said,
alluding to the crowd and an allsenior starting lineup of reserves
Todd Alexander,Greg Becker, Ted
Bosco,and starting co-captains John
Daileanes and John Rimas. "We did
not begin thegamewith our regular
intensity, which contributed to a
somewhat slow start."
Bowdoin had the upper hand
for much of the first half,leading by
as much as nine points during one

stretch. The Mules shot poorly and
were plagued by errant passes and
turnovers. Daileanes,who finished
with 39 points,scored his first points
of the game with 11:29 left in the
half.
A sign of better things to come
for Colby occurred with :04 left in
the first-half. Down 36-33, guard
Matt Gaudet '95, stole an inbounds
pass and shuffled it to backcourt
mate Chip Clark '95, who drilled a
deep 3-point shot to tie the game as
the buzzer sounded. The Mules
were primed for a second-half run.
"Wegot focused at halftime and
talked about tightening our
defensive game," said Rimas, who
contributed 25 points and grabbed
12 rebounds. "Basically, we got
fired up for the second half."
Whitmore attributed much of
Colby's turnaround to the secondhalf rebounding work of center Paul
Butler '93,who finished with a game
hi gh 16 rebounds. Daileanes' four
3-pointers over a four minute span
of the second half didn't hurt
Colby's cause either.(H.P)Q
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Women s track
geared up for ECACs

DEVASTATOR
of the week

By Greg Greco

STAFF WRITER
The Colby women's track team
hosted a non-scoring meet against
Bates and Bowdoin last Friday for
the purpose , of qualif ying
individuals for the ECAC
championships at Bowdoin this
Saturday and Sunday.
And qualif y the Colby runners
did, as seven individuals and two
relay teams placed themselves into
ECAC competition.
Colby had a number of strong
performances, including that of
Julie Eells '92, whose time of 3:11.8
in the '1000-meters was a personal
record, almost three seconds faster
than her previous best, and qua!ified
her for the ECACs.
Michelle Severance '94 had a
strong performance in the 1000meters and her time of 3:02 may be
thebest entering next week's ECAC
competition. Also gettinga personal
record t in the 1000-meters was Polly
Sheridan '92, who ran a time of
3:18.6.
Colby runners also did well in
the 55-meter dash, p lacing first and
second. Both Jen Curtis '93, and
Roxanne Greenaway '93, finished
with a timeof 7.6,qualif y ing for the
ECACs, though Curtis won the
photo-finish ..
The' 4X200-meter relay '(Curtis,
Greenaway, Karen Nelson '93, and
Meredith Corbett '92) quali fied for
the ECACs with a tinie of 1:54.7.
Corbett also won theBOO-meter race
vr
ithatimeof 1:24.5,whichqualified
her for the ECACs. Finishing
:
secon d in t he ra ce was Kelly

p hoto by Amy KL Borrell

This week's Devastator is swimming co-captain Sura DuBow '92 ,
who qualified for the Nationals in four events, and broke two
school records at the New England Div. Ill Swimming and Diving
Championships last weekend. Super sweet swimming, Sura !!!

Men's and Women's Track

1

3/7 Men s ECAC
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^^^ffl ^^®® ^^™^ Championships at Bates

3/7-8 Women's, ECAC
Championships at Bowdoin

Men's Basketball
Colby 90, Bowdoin 85
3/6 ECAC Semis at Colby
7:00 pm (if necessary)
3/8 ECAC Finals at Colby
2:00 pm (if necessary)

Swimming
3/6.
8 Men>s N E
Championships at Wesleyan
Men>s volleyball
2/2g Lost t0 E N c 14_ 16

| Women 's Basketball

and 11-15

Emmanuel 83, Colby 71

f
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Beat Bates ^ 3-15j 1A 6 and

3/1 Lost to Boston College

11-15 and 5-15
Beat Bates 12.
15y 15.
8 and
17-16

Colby 5,.St. Anselm 4
Babson 4, Colby 2
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Spooner '95, with a personal record
time of 1:26.5.
In the field events the star of the
day was Cristen Herlihy '93, who
qualified for the ECACs in the
pentathlon on her first attempt. In
the five-part event, she finished
second in the high jump,first in the
long j ump, first in the hurdles and
third in the shot put. While not a
shot putter , Coach Aitken
said,"That may change,she'sshown
great potential."
Other strong performances in
the field events included Brooke
Lorenzen '95, in the weight throw,
who qualified for the ECACs by
winning the event with a throw df
37' 9" 1/2. Finishing second with a
personal, best, but just missing
ECAC qualification/ was Dana
Foster '95, who threw 34' 9".
Lorenzen also had a personal record
in the shot put with a throw of 30'
4".
The team now focuses its
attention on the ECAC meet next
week. "A lot of good things
happened. It was nice to have a
home meet, but we don't expect to
score a lot in ECACs next week.
The competitionis going to be very
tough," said Coach Aitken .
When asked who looked to be
potential scorers at the ECACs,
Aitken said "Severance has a good
shot at winning the 1000m, she has
thefastest time in theupdated stats.
The 4X800m relay (Severance,
Sheridan, Eells,and Beth Ti mm '95)
has a good chance of scoring, as
does Herlihy in the pentathlon and
Curtis in the 55m." The team ends
its indoor season with ECACs this
weekend.Q
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You win some, you lose some
Women's squash ends strong, looks to fu ture
By T.J. Winick
SPORTS EDITOR
The Colby women's squash
team (10-12) ended its season last
weekend with the Team National
Tournament at Princeton. Senior
tri-captains Margaret Igoe,
Meredith Johnson, and Christy
O'Rourke represented Colby,
which sent three players to
Nationals for the first time ever.
"It was a great experience,"said
Coach Paula Aboud. 'There was
some great squash played, and we
were happy just to be there."
The tournament was doubleelimination,includinga consolation
round. Johnson lost in the first
round,but won her two consolation
matchesbefore dropping a decision
to the #1 player from Middlebury.
Igoe dropped a first-round
decision to Brown's #5 player, but
won one consolation round.
I was disappointed for
Margaret,"said Coach Aboud. "She
never really got her gameon track."
O'Rourke's. first round
performance was the highlight of
the weekend for Colby. She beat
Trinity's #5 player Courtney Bann,
but eventuallylost to seeded player
Sherri Kaufman, Vassar's #1.
"I played very well in the match
against [Kaufman],"said O'Rourke.
"She's just an amazing squash
player,whocandosomanythings."
"I was very pleased the Christy
layed
as well as she did," said
p
Coach Aboud. "She really rose to

B.D. Baggies are
still on sale!

8
Levi's Dockers
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Reg. 32.95
Now only 24»95

Levine
s
'
Downtown Waterville

Where Colby friends meet.
Lud y 21 Pacy '27 Howard '48

the occasion."
"Because of Howe Cup [in
which the team qualified for Div.
II],peopleare definitely going to be
looking at Colby squash in a
different way," said O'Rourke.
On the season, Coach Aboud
reflected: "We really started out
strong, but injuries and players
leavingfor Junior YearAbroad hurt
us. It was the strongest team I've
ever coached at the top, but one of
themostinexperienced towards the

Public Affairs photo

bottom. With five new players on
the squad this past season,we'll be
looking to build for the future. And
for the first time, there are recruits
that really want to come here."
"Wedid an excellent job for such
a young team," said Igoe, "and we
had an awesome time together. It
was a great yearto be a senior with
all
of
our
first-time
accomplishments this season.
Qualifying for Division II was like
a dream come true."Q

Ice Mules slip and fall in finals

Th/nfe Spring!

All solid color
cotton button downs
Reg. $38.00
Now only tf&<a $J»JJO

Women"s squash.

Men 's hockey f inished 10-12-1.
By Michelle Severance

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
While the men's hockey team
failed to end its season with a 500
record,the Ice Mules (10-12-1) split
theirfinal two games last weekendboth of which were on the road and were able to achieve their best
record in five years. The Mules
downed St. Anselm's 5-4on Friday,
but fell 4-2 at Babson on Saturday.
The outcome of the St. Anselm's
game remained uncertain with the
score tied at 4-4 late in the third
period,until forward Brian Pompco
'95,landed the game-winninggoal
with just 12seconds left on the clock.
Center Derek Bettcncourt '92,

minutes. At St. A's we finally did
it," said Driscoll.
The White Mules kept their
momentum going the next day
against Babson, but it wasn't
enough to give them the victory.
"We played very well. It would
have been nice to finish the season
with a win but everyone thought
we played really well," said
Driscoll.
Foster scored for Colby just 21
seconds into the game to give the
Mules the lead,but Babson quickly
countered with two goals. The
Beavers hung onto their lead for
photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi the rest of the game. Mike Flynn
led the White Mules, netting two '92, netted the only other Colby
goals. Rounding out the scoring goal in the second period. Goalie
were defenseman Tim Sullivan '92, Eric Turner ^92, made 31 saves for
and forward Bill Foster '92, each the White Mules.
with one goal.
Despite the loss to Babson, the
"It was a tremendous victory for team was very positive about the
us," said captain Scott Phillips 92'. wayit ended the season. "We knew
"The win gave us our best record they were a tough team going into
since '87. It made the end of the the game. We played really well
season worthwhile."
but they're just a very strong team.
"ISt. Anselm] had beaten us Wewerevcry pleased with theway
during the season. We thought we the season ended," said Phillips.
were the better team so it was like
"I feel we're on an upswing with
pay-back time for us," said the program as a whole. We're
defenseman Bill Driscoll '95.
losing a lot of good seniors but we
Colby scored four of its five goals have
some
really good
in the second period,overcoming a underclassmen,"said Driscoll. "Al
consistency problem that had Moody will be our goalie next
plagued the team throughout the season and he played a great game
season. 'This season wc had a against St. Anselm. I think it's a
problem playing full out for 60 sign of good things to come/'Q

Colby takes charge, downs Westfield St. 72-64
By Jonathan Walsh and Hal Paul
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR and

STAFF WRITER

Though the Colby men's basketball team
took a step towards its third-straight ECAC
championship with a 72-64 victory over #8
seed Westfield St. (Ma.) in last night's
quarterfinal game, the White Mules at times
played like a child learning to ride a bicycle.
Every time it looked like the Mules would
start a run, they would fall off the bicycle,
missing a shot or losing a loose rebound. The
Mules upped their record to 21-3, wh ile
Westfield St. fell to 15-11.
Colby, which hopes to pedal its way
through the rest of the tournament, meets #4
Amherst,an 83-79 victor over #5 Anna Maria
in a quarterfinal matchup last night. On the
other side of the ECAC bracket, #2 Williams
beat #7 UMass-Dartmouth 95-78, and #6
Brandeis edged #3 Bates 103-96. Williams
will host Brand eis at 7 pm tomorrow, at the
same time Colby hosts Amherst, whom th e
Mules defeated 91-83 in January.
Having been unable to build a lead for
much of lastnight's game,Colby did n't really

get off its training wheels until midway
through the second half. After center Paul
Butler '93, ti pped in a shot by John Daileanes
'92, with Colby down 50-41 and 10:41 left in
the game, the Mules finally got their act
together.
Up until this point"it looked as if Colby
had definite reason for concern. "I think it hit
us when we were down nine in our own
gym," said Butler. "[Senior forward Greg]
Becker looked over and said, We're not going
to lose this.'"
Becker's prognostication proved correct
thanks to Butler's tip-in, the start of a 20-8
Colby run, and intensified White Mule
defense. In addition, reserve point guard
Jason Dorion '93, supplied excellent
ballhandling and mental toughness midway
through the second half, finishing with 5
assists. A customary Daileanes three-pointer
with 10:14 left cut the score to 50-46.
After a Westfield basket nudged the lead
back to six, guard Greg Walsh '95,
momentarily took over the game. Walsh,who
had hit an important first-half trey, took a
pass near the top of the key on Colby's next
Hoops continued on p age 13

Women's hoops finishes 10-12
By Elliot Barry

STAFF WRITER
The Colby women's basketball team
wrapped up a long season last week with
games against Emmanuel and Bates. The team
split the final two contests, earning a 100point effort against Bates, but suffering a
disappointing loss against Emmanuel on the
final day of the season. The Emmanuel game
was a rematch of last year's ECAC
championship, which Colby won.
The highli ght of the Bates game on
Wednesday was a 28 point first-half effort by
Sue Roberts '92, who broke the Colby singlehalf record.Colby went on to beat Bates by a
final score of 101-72, also marking a rare
occasion in which the team scored over 100
points. Not only was Roberts' effort a
highlight for the game, but it was probably
the most memorable part of a season in which
the Mules finished with a 10-12 record .
When the Mules took the court on
Saturday, they had a chance at finishing with
a .500 record . Emmanuel had other ideas,
however, and its efforts produced a 83-71
victory.Theplay of Emmanuel's point guard,

Anvela Tennelt '93, shoots against Bowdoin.

Starla Anderson, was a major factor in the
team's victory. Anderson was virtuall y
unstoppable, even in a game in which she
was not playing her best. The Mules were
plagued by turnovers during the game as
well.
"We had -a really hard time handling the
ball. Our turnovers have been a problem the
wholeseason and again werea factor against
Emmanuel," said senior co-captain Heather
Belanger.
Colby's talent and effort made the loss to
Emmanuel an especially sour note on which
to end the season. "I was pretty upset at the
end of the game," said .Belanger. "It felt like
our team had a lot of talent,but it took us too
long to put it all together."
Left with a solid talent base,a coach who
will now be a veteran,and the return of point
guard Maria Kim to look forward to, the
Mules look to improve thisyear's record next
year.
Among those players returning will be
starting forward Kathy Pooler '94, starting
center Beth Montgomery '93, and Andrea
Bowman '94,who played a big rolethis season
coming off the bench. If the talent of next
year's team can gel faster then this past season,
the Mules could be looking at another trip to
the ECAC playoffs. Q

p hoto by Chm Wcrlheim

J ohn Daileanes '92, helped the White Mules f i ght back for a 72-64 win
over Westfield St. The Mules face #4 Amherst tomorrow nig ht.
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Women's swimming ends strongly
DuBow headed to Nationals
By Jonathan Walsh
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
The Colby women's swimming team
crammed a lot of success into one small
weekend during the New England Division
III Swimming and Diving Championships
last Saturday and Sunday.
Leading the way was swimmer and cocaptain Sura DuBow '92, who qualified for
the Nationals (to be held March 12-14 at
SUNY Buffalo) in four events, and broke
three school record s, two of which were
owned by former All-American Sally White
'91.
In the 100-yard butterfly DuBow covered
the distance in a time of 1:01.75 , bettering
White's record, giving her sixth place and a
lane at the Nationals. While DuBow doubled
her distance for the 200 Intermediate Medley
(IM), she gained another sixth-place finish,
another school record, and another spot in
the Nationals. Her time of 2:13.95 broke
another of White's school records.
Although breaking two school records in
one weekend of competition is not an
everyday event, both DuBow and her coach
were matter-of-fact about the a ffair. 'You
just got ta have a positive attitude ," said
DuBow. "I had rested for three weeks and
was mentally read y."
Cain, though she recognized DuBow's
hard work, seemed unsurprised nonetheless.
"1 knew she had the ability. She had trained
hard , and was well-rested ," said Coach Cain.
"Sura got into a good race, and because it's a
big meet you get emotionally into it....Sura's
great when she gets into a very competitive
situation, I knew she'd swim very well, and I
was very pleased that she did.
DuBow also qualified for the Nationals
with a second-place finish and personal record

in the 100-yard IM (1:02.71), and came up
fours when her fourth-place finish in the 400yard IM (4:44.96) gave her a fourth spot in the
Nationals.
However, DuBow will only be allowed to
compete in three events, which will not be
determined until she and Coach Cain arrive
at the Nationals. "We'll have to see how she's
placed, and what the other times are. Then
we'll scratch one [eventf," said Coach Cain.
Though no other Colby women qualified
for the Nationals, DuBow and the rest of the
team's performance epitomized the manner
in which Coach Cain's expectations were
met.
^
"When I first walked in the door [at the
start of the season! I didn't know what to
expect," said Coach Cain. "I wanted to get the
team to believe in me as a coach, and I think
as the season came to an end the [men 's and
women's] teams came around and met their
potential."
In addition to DuBow, this was reflected
in many performances last weekend. Kara
Toms '95, placed ninth in the 1-meter diving,
and a school record (1:43.69) was set by the
200-yard freestyle relay team of DuBow, Jen
Jarvis '92, Kamin McLclland '94, and cocaptain Deb Stinch feld '92. The team placed
eighth thanks to "excellent swims [and]
fantastic swims" by each of the members of
the relay team, according to Coach Cain.
Another team highli ght came in the last
event of the day, the 400-yard freestyle relay.
"[McLclland ,Jarvis,Jill Collctt '92, and Sara h
Bramhnll '92,] knew it wns the last event.
They knew they needed to give the best they
had , and they did ," said Coach Cain.
McLclland and Jarvissctpersonal bostsin
their individual legs of thorolay. Also shining
for Colby was Heather Perry '93, who sot
lifetime bests in the 200 nnd 400-yard IMsQ

